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Abstract: The identification of important nodes in a power grid has considerable benefits for safety. Power networks vary in many
aspects, such as scale and structure. An index system can hardly cover all the information in various situations. Therefore, the
efficiency of traditional methods using an index system is case-dependent and not universal. To solve this problem, an artificial
intelligence based method is proposed for evaluating power grid node importance. First, using a network embedding approach, a
feature extraction method is designed for power grid nodes, considering their structural and electrical information. Then, for a
specific power network, steady-state and node fault transient simulations under various operation modes are performed to establish
the sample set. The sample set can reflect the relationship between the node features and the corresponding importance. Finally, a
support vector regression model is trained based on the optimized sample set for the later online use of importance evaluation. A
case study demonstrates that the proposed method can effectively evaluate node importance for a power grid based on the information learned from the samples. Compared with traditional methods using an index system, the proposed method can avoid
some possible bias. In addition, a particular sample set for each specific power network can be established under this artificial
intelligence based framework, meeting the demand of universality.
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1 Introduction
Some large blackouts caused by the collapse of
certain nodes aroused wide awareness of the need for
protection of the key nodes in a power grid (Arianos
et al., 2009). According to existing research, most
power systems are robust against random attack but
fragile against intentional attack. The faults occurring
on just a very few key nodes may lead to severe
consequences (Albert et al., 2004). Therefore, cor‡
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rectly identifying these key nodes is a necessary step
for the differentiated management of power network
looking at both safety and economic efficiency (Li
and Liang, 2009).
Most existing research can be summarized as
using an index system to evaluate node importance.
By defining some indices that reflect consequences of
the “absence” of the node and then calculating the
index value for each node, node importance is ranked
accordingly.
Several primary indicators in complex network
theory, such as betweenness, shortest path, degree,
and closeness, are used to evaluate the importance of
power grid nodes (Xu et al., 2010; Nasiruzzaman and
Pota, 2011; Ju and Li, 2012; Pan et al., 2014; Fan et al.,
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2016; Lin et al., 2017). Among these, several electrical features such as power flow and line impedance
are integrated into the index system taking account of
the characteristics of the power network (Xu et al.,
2010; Nasiruzzaman and Pota, 2011; Pan et al., 2014;
Fan et al., 2016; Lin et al., 2017). There is also much
literature that establishes an index system using expert knowledge (Xu et al., 2014; da Silva et al., 2016).
For example, by categorizing the nodes according to
their functions in the network, the internal characteristics and the external influences on the voltage level
and active power transmission can be used to establish an index system (Xu et al., 2014); the static performance index (SPI) and dynamic performance index (DPI) are defined to evaluate node importance
considering both static and dynamic vulnerabilities of
the system (da Silva et al., 2016). Some other documents focus on using some novel indicators. The
PageRank (PR) value and hypertext induced topics
(HITS) value are calculated for each power grid node
to rank their importance based on Internet web page
ranking algorithms in Li et al. (2014) and Wang et al.
(2017), respectively.
Evaluation methods using an index system can
reflect the importance of a power grid node from
many critical perspectives. However, power networks
vary in scale, structure, and even the tolerance to
different consequences caused by the node fault. The
method based on an index system cannot reasonably
meet the demand of evaluating node importance for
all power networks (Bai et al., 2008; Cai et al., 2012).
For example, methods based on web page ranking
algorithms (Li et al., 2014; Wang et al., 2017) emphasize power flows and the connections between
different nodes in the definition of the indices. They
are more suitable for finding nodes that are linked
with some important loads and generators. Methods
based on complex network theory pay more attention
to the structural and electrical characteristics of the
network (Xu et al., 2010; Nasiruzzaman and Pota,
2011; Pan et al., 2014; Fan et al., 2016; Lin et al.,
2017). They are more suitable for finding nodes that
play a more important role in power transmission for
the whole system. Different methods always give
different ranking results for the same power network.
This is because different index systems have totally
different emphases in their definition of the indices
(Li et al., 2014; Tan et al., 2014; Wang et al., 2017).
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This makes it hard for operators to choose a suitable
method for a specific power network. Therefore, it is
important to establish a more universal framework for
node importance evaluation. This framework should
consider not only the physical characteristics of specific power networks, but also the different focuses of
the operators when evaluating node importance.
With the coming of the “artificial intelligence
era,” modeling methods driven directly by data, such
as machine learning, provide new insights for node
importance ranking. Machine learning methods establish a framework for handling a sample set with
data labels generated directly by the object under
study (Angra and Ahuja, 2017). Under this framework, a particular sample set can be established for
each specific power network. The sample set can
reflect the relationship between features of nodes and
their corresponding importance. In the data labeling
process, a node fault consequence can be labeled
according to the specific preference of different
power networks. These characteristics make machine
learning a more universal and flexible choice given
the diversity of power networks. At the same time,
machine learning allows us to perform rapid online
calculation and use rich information gathered in
time-consuming ways offline (Angra and Ahuja,
2017), such as the steady-state and transient simulation data for the power grid. There has been a lot of
research on applying machine learning technologies
to deal with power system fault consequences, such as
transient stability assessment (Xu et al., 2011; Wang
et al., 2016). This work is significant, but little attention has been paid to network structure and electrical
features at the same time.
The key to apply machine learning methods is to
find an effective way to vectorize the features of the
object under study. Network embedding (NE) is a
prevailing method which aims to represent the features of network entities, such as nodes and edges, in
a vector space (Perozzi et al., 2014; Chen et al., 2015;
Yang et al., 2015; Grover and Leskovec, 2016). Since
the power grid is an important system in the format of
the network along with the Internet, social networks,
and so on, NE methods have the potential to be applied to deal with power grid problems. In this paper,
an NE method is used to vectorize features of power
grid nodes with regard to their structural and electrical
information. Based on this, a machine learning
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framework is established to evaluate node importance.
Then, a sample set can be established based on a set of
steady-state and node fault transient simulations on
different operational modes of each specific power
network. It can reflect the relationship between features of nodes and their importance. Then, a machine
learning method called support vector regression
(SVR) is used to automatically mine the valuable
information contained in these samples. The case
study demonstrates that the proposed method can
effectively evaluate node importance for a power grid
based on the information learned from the samples.
Compared with the traditional methods using an index system, the proposed method can avoid some
possible bias. At the same time, this artificial intelligence based method has high computational speed. In
addition, a particular sample set for each specific
power network can be established under this artificial
intelligence based framework, so the demand on
universality is also met.

in Yang et al. (2015), is applied in this study to extract
the features of power grid nodes. Its main idea is to
use low-rank matrix factorization (Yang et al., 2015)
to aggregate the transition matrix A and the internal
feature matrix Q for the nodes in a network, to extract
a vectorized feature expression for the nodes considering the two kinds of features mentioned above. The
transition matrix A measures the structure of the
network, and the internal feature matrix Q measures
the electrical features independent of the network
topology.
Given a power network G=(V, E), where V is the
set of all nodes, and E is the set of all lines. |V| is the
number of nodes in the network. The transition matrix
A∈|V|×|V| of the network is a concept in stochastic
process theory, reflecting the probability of state
transition (Ross, 1983). This transition matrix A can
be defined as

2 Feature extraction for power network
nodes

where di represents the degree of node i, which equals
the number of lines connected to node i.
Based on matrix A, a random walk matrix
M∈|V|×|V| can then be defined as

The first step to establish a machine learning
framework is to extract vectorized feature expression
for the object under study. For a power grid, electrical
features of a node will change in different operational
modes. These changes may have impacts on the
whole network. Therefore, the importance of the
nodes will vary with different operational modes of
the system. There are two kinds of features of a power
network node that reflect its importance. First, electrical features, such as voltage and injected power
flow, can reflect the state of the node in a certain
operational mode. For example, a node with higher
voltage or larger injected flow is more likely to be a
critical node. Second, the positional features, which
measure the relative location between different nodes,
are also essential, because the nodes in a power network are not independent but are connected as a
whole. The impact of a single node on the system is
exerted through the links between the nodes. Therefore, features extracted for power grid nodes should
be able to reflect these two kinds of information and
their mutual effect. The text associated DeepWalk
(TADW) algorithm, a popular NE method proposed

1 d ,
Aij =  i
 0,

(i, j ) ∈ E ,
(i, j ) ∉ E ,

 [ei ( A + A2 +  + At )] j
M ij = log 

t


(1)


 ,


(2)

where ei is a |V|-dimensional row vector with value 1
at position i and 0 at all other positions, parameter t
represents the steps of random walk, and [·]j represents the jth element of the vector. According to Yang
et al. (2015), the feature of the nodes can be extracted
and expressed more accurately and effectively when t
is set to 2. Therefore, in this study, t is also set as 2.
The physical significance of Mij is the logarithmic
mean probability for any random walk process to
reach node j from node i within t steps. So, matrix M
is able to reflect the relative position between any two
different nodes in the network from a probabilistic
perspective.
The internal feature matrix Q∈S×|V| contains |V|
columns. Each column vector in Q represents the
feature information of a corresponding node that is
independent of network structure in a certain opera-
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tional mode. Define s as the number of dimensions of
these features for each node. With regard to the power
network, matrix Q represents the electrical features of
the nodes, which may vary a lot under different operational modes. In this study, there are 9 different
electrical features summarized, as shown in Table 1,
and s is accordingly set as 9.
Given the fact that values of features mentioned
in Table 1 vary in ranges and scales, it is necessary to
perform normalization processing to ensure the accuracy of modeling. A linear normalization is applied
to each feature to guarantee that all the features can be
transformed into the range of [0, 1]:
f norm =

f − f min
,
f max − f min

(3)

where f is the original value, fnorm is the normalized
value, and fmin and fmax are the minimum and maximum values among all original values, respectively.
Then, the low-rank matrix factorization algorithm is applied to extract features from matrices.
Notice that a matrix can be expressed as the product
of several low-rank matrices which carry the feature
information of the original matrix. The main idea of
low-rank matrix factorization is to find an optimal
product expression WTHQ for matrix M so that the
difference between M and WTHQ can reach a minimum value:
min
W ,H

2

λ

F

2

M − W T HQ +

(W

2
F

2

+ H F ),

(4)

2

where ⋅ F represents the Frobenius norm of a matrix,
and k×|V| elements in W∈k×|V| and k×s elements in

H∈k×s are unknown numbers to be optimized. W and
H are low-rank matrices, and k is always smaller than
the number of nodes |V|. Also, k represents the dimensionality of the final feature vector of a node. λ is
the regularization coefficient that is responsible for
the sensitivity of parameter adjustment during the
optimization process. The larger the value of λ is, the
smaller the parameter adjustment in every iteration
step is, and the more conservative the optimization
process is. After the calculation and optimization
steps mentioned above, matrices W and H can be
obtained. The feature matrix X of the nodes in the
network can then be expressed as
=
X [W T , ( H × Q )T ] ∈ 

V ×2 k

.

(5)

In matrix X, the feature of node i in a certain
operational mode taking into account its structural
and electrical information can be expressed as a
2k-dimensional vector Xi.
3 Node fault consequence evaluation and
fault sample set establishment
A complete supervised machine learning sample
should contain both features and labels. The features
of each node in a certain operational mode can be
extracted by the TADW algorithm mentioned in Section 2. The label of each node can be established
based on the evaluation of fault consequences of the
node.
Some common indicators for node fault consequence evaluation include power angle difference of
generators, node voltage change, and post-fault load
losses (Wang et al., 2008). Since different power

Table 1 Electrical features of power grid nodes
Feature
Input active power, f1 (MW)
Input reactive power, f2 (Mvar)
Amplitude of voltage, f3 (kV)
Phase angle of voltage, f4 (rad)
Output active power, f5 (MW)
Output reactive power, f6 (Mvar)
Degree of node, f7
Active power load, f8 (MW)
Reactive power load, f9 (Mvar)

Description
Total active power injected to a node
Total reactive power injected to a node
Amplitude of node voltage
Phase angle of node voltage
Total output active power for generator nodes (equal to 0 if a node is not a generator)
Total output reactive power for generator nodes (equal to 0 if a node is not a generator)
Number of lines connected to a node
Total active power load of a node (equal to 0 if there is no load at a node)
Total reactive power load of a node (equal to 0 if there is no load at a node)
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For transient unstable cases, given that the power
angle differences of generators can diverge into
thousands of degrees in a short period, some faults
may be extremely severe, which is shown as case 3.
Some other faults, which are less severe than those
mentioned above, may only cause the power angle
differences of generators to diverge into hundreds of
degrees or even at the margin of stable and unstable,
which is shown as case 4. Therefore, as shown in
Table 2, the severity of node fault consequences can
be classified into four categories according to the
value of max(δ), which is the maximum power angle
difference of any two generators (Wang et al., 2008)
within a period after node fault occurrence.
200
150
100
50
0
-50

Case 1
Case 2

d (°)

networks may have different tolerance to fault consequences of the nodes, the quantification standard
should be set in line with actual conditions. For example, guaranteeing the power supply for the important loads is the priority for some power networks
when evaluating node fault consequences, while for
some other power networks, maintaining transient
stability for the whole system may have the highest
priority. Obviously, different evaluation standards
may lead to different sample labels, resulting in different machine learning models trained by the samples. Therefore, under the machine learning framework, the flexibility in labeling the data according to
the actual characteristics and preference is allowed.
Then it can be valued as a more universal framework
suitable for different power networks.
The ability to maintain post-fault transient stability is crucial to the operation of a power system.
Therefore, in this study, the post-fault power angle
difference of generators δ, as a common indicator to
evaluate transient stability (Wang et al., 2008), is
selected to label the fault consequence of a node.
What needs to be stressed is that it is assumed that the
power network pays more attention to δ when evaluating node importance, but δ is not the only indicator
that can be used to evaluate a node fault. As shown
previously, each specific power network may have
different focuses and preferences when evaluating
node importance. The specific choice can be flexible
in this framework.
Fault consequences can be categorized into
classes of “transient stable” and “transient unstable”
according to whether δ is diverging or not during a
certain time period after the fault (Wang et al., 2008).
While setting label criteria in detail, the two classes
can be further divided into several subclasses according to the degree of divergence. The different
transient simulation results of the post-fault power
angle difference of generators are shown in Fig. 1.
In Fig. 1, for transient stable cases, if the power
angle differences of generators are relatively small,
shown as case 1, the system is able to keep a high
stable margin. In other words, the system can remain
stable after the fault even if the fault lasts longer.
However, if the power angle differences of generators
are relatively large, shown as case 2, the system
cannot remain in high stable margin and may turn into
an unstable condition if the fault lasts a little longer.
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Fig. 1 Different transient simulation results of post-fault
power angle difference of generators: (a) stable cases;
(b) unstable cases
Table 2 Criteria for labelling node fault consequences
Node fault consequence
0°<max(δ)≤90°
90°<max(δ)≤270°
270°<max(δ)≤900°
900°<max(δ)

Label y
1
2
3
4

In Table 2, label y reflects the severity of the
fault, ranking from lowest severity to highest severity
in the order of 1 to 4.
Based on the TADW algorithm in Section 2 and
the data labeling method mentioned above, the fault
sample set for a power network can be established.
First, e different kinds of operational modes can be
obtained. Under different operational modes, node
fault consequences will vary so that enough simulation samples can be accumulated. These samples can
reflect the relationship between features of nodes and
corresponding importance. Here, random generator
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outputs and load demands are generated to simulate
various operational modes of a system. For a power
network with numofLoad loads and numofGen generators, consider an operation mode in which the
generator outputs are PGbasei, QGbasei (i=1, 2, …,
numofGen) and the load demands are PLbasej,
QLbasej (j=1, 2, …, numofLoad) as the basic operational mode. bj (j=1, 2, …, numofLoad) and γi (i=1,
2, …, numofGen) are randomly and independently
generated in the ranges of [−0.3, 0.3] and [−0.25,
0.25], respectively. Thus, different operational modes
of the system can be obtained by randomly changing
the generator outputs and load demands using Eqs. (6)
and (7). The slack bus will make up for the imbalance
between generator outputs and load demands.
PLbase j (1 + b j ),=
j 1, 2, , numofLoad,
 PL=
j
(6)

=
QLbase j (1 + b j ),=
j 1, 2, , numofLoad,
QL
j
=
PGbasei (1 + γ i ),=
i 1, 2, , numofGen,
PG
i
(7)

=
QGbasei (1 + γ i =
), i 1, 2, , numofGen.
i
 QG

Then, e different operation modes are simulated
under the steady-state condition. The feature matrices
X1, X2, …, Xe can be extracted for different nodes by
the TADW algorithm. X i j represents the feature of
node i under operational mode j. Then, the total feature matrix X′∈e|V|×2k with e×|V| feature data can be
obtained by concatenating all feature matrices X1, X2,
…, Xe. Finally, a label vector y∈e|V|×1 can be
achieved by performing fault transient simulation for
each node under each operational mode. The vector y
contains e×|V| fault consequence labels. The feature
matrix X′∈e|V|×2k and the label vector y∈e|V|×1, both
with e×|V| rows, are defined as the fault sample set for
this power network.
4 Feature selection
Feature selection is a necessary step in the actual
application of machine learning (Jović et al., 2015).
The more features there are, the slower the training
speed of the machine learning model is. Moreover,
unselected features may include some low quality
redundant information that will reduce the accuracy
of the model.
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If the physical significances of features are clear
and definite, expert knowledge can be quite useful for
evaluating all features. Then, features with strong
relevance can be selected manually. However, the
features extracted by the TADW algorithm in this
study are more like a kind of “fusion feature” considering network structure, electrical features, and
their mutual effect. They do not have clear and definite physical significance. Therefore, it is necessary
to employ the feature selection algorithm to identify
and screen these features.
There are many feature selection algorithms
available (Jović et al., 2015), including filter, wrapper,
and embedded methods. In this study, a sub-method
of an embedded method based on a tree model is
applied because of its performance and interpretability. First, a tree-based gradient boosting regression
tree (GBRT) model (Friedman, 2002) in the Scikitlearn framework (Pedregosa et al., 2011) is trained by
samples in the fault sample set. Then, the importance
of each feature is ranked according to how many
times the feature is applied in branches of the GBRT
model. Features with higher priority according to the
ranking are selected and reserved. Assuming that n
features are reserved, it is obvious that n<2k, and
feature matrix X′ is then dimensionally reduced to an
optimized total feature matrix X*∈e|V|×n, where row
vector =
X i∗ (i 1, 2, , e × V ) in X* represents the
optimized feature vector for sample i. The final fault
sample set is composed of the optimized feature matrix X* and label vector y.
5 Node importance evaluation based on the
SVR model
Among all supervised learning algorithms in
machine learning, SVR can better solve the problems
of local minima, over-fitting, and under-fitting. Its
performance has proved to be impressive and stable in
many cases (Basak et al., 2007). Therefore, the SVR
model is used in this study to establish the machine
learning model.
For e×|V| samples {( X i∗ ,=
yi )} (i 1, 2, , e × V ) ,
all n-dimensional feature vectors can be mapped into
a new l-dimensional space using the nonlinear mapping function p(x). It is expected to search for an
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optimal hyperplane g(x)=DTp(x)+b in this new space,
where D is an l-dimensional weight vector and b is
bias term. Therefore, the distances from this optimal

of the proposed algorithm can be summarized as
Fig. 2.
Start

hyperplane to all samples yi − g ( X i∗ ) are smaller
than a given precision value τ. The penalty coefficient
C (C>0) and non-negative slack variable ε and ε* are
introduced to turn the objective of searching for an
optimal hyperplane into a convex quadratic optimization problem:

yi − g ( X i∗ ) ≤ t + e i ,

e i ≥ 0, e i ∗ ≥ 0.

Extract feature matrix Xj
using TADW algorithm

j=e?

Yes
Obtain optimized total feature
matrix by feature selection
Determine hyper-parameter for
SVR model using cross validation

The hyper-parameter C should be determined in
advance to balance the training accuracy and generalization ability of the SVR model. A common predetermination method based on cross validation inspects the performance of different parameters on the
validation set (Browne, 2000). In this study, the coefficient of determination (CD) is used as the measurement criterion of performance. After the hyperparameter C is determined, the optimal hyperplane,
which is expressed as a regression function (9), can
then be calculated by putting training data into
Eq. (8):
eV

j=j+1

No

(8)

∗

g ( x) =
∑ (ai − ai∗ ) pT ( X i∗ ) p( x) + b.

Obtain matrices A, Q, and M

Evaluate the fault
consequence of the nodes

g ( X ) − yi ≤ t + e i ,
∗
i

Set generator outputs and load
demands to perform steady-state
simulation for opeation mode j

Perform transient simulation for each
node under this operation mode

eV

1
2
min L( D, b, e , e ) = D + C ∑ (e i + e i∗ )
2
i =1
s.t.
∗

Set e, number of operation modes,
to be simulated, and initialize j=1

(9)

i =1

where ai, ai∗ , and b are all parameters to be trained in
the SVR model. While calculating these parameters,
some mathematical techniques, such as turning calculations into corresponding dual problems or introducing a Gaussian kernel function V ( X i∗ , x) to replace pT ( X i∗ ) p( x) (Basak et al., 2007), can be used
to make the training process easier. Because of space
limitations, these techniques will not be discussed in
detail in this paper.
After the SVR model is trained using the sample
set, the importance of nodes in a particular new operational mode can be calculated using the operational information. The detailed calculation process

Start
Acquire operation information
from EMS system and
formulate matrices A, Q, and M
Calculate node feature matrix
Xnew using TADW algorithm
Acquire optimized matrix
Xnew′ by eliminating
redundant features
Calculate node fault
consequence values
using SVR model
Rank node
importance

Train the SVR model

(a)

(b)

Fig. 2 Flowchart of the proposed algorithm: (a) offline
training for the SVR model; (b) online evaluation for node
importance

Fig. 2a shows the process of offline training for
the SVR model. First, the number of operational
modes to be simulated is set to e. Second, the steadystate simulations for all operational modes are performed. For each operational mode j, matrices A, Q,
and M can be calculated accordingly. Then, feature
matrix Xj for all nodes in this operational mode is
extracted using the TADW algorithm. Third, the fault
transient simulation and fault consequence evaluation
for each node in each operational mode are performed
to determine labels for all samples. After all sample
data under e operation modes is obtained, features
with lower importance are eliminated to acquire the
optimized feature matrix using the feature selection
algorithm. Then optimized sample features and sample labels are integrated to determine the optimal
hyper-parameter C by a cross-validation process.
Finally, the SVR evaluation model is acquired by
training on the whole sample set.
Fig. 2b shows the process of online evaluation of
node importance. For a particular real-time operational mode to be evaluated, operational information
can be acquired from the energy management system,
and matrices A, Q, and M are formulated accordingly.
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Then feature matrix Xnew is extracted using the
TADW algorithm. After that, features with lower
importance acquired in process (a) are eliminated to
obtain the optimized matrix Xnew′. Finally, evaluation
values of fault consequences for each node can be
acquired using the SVR model, and their importance
can be ranked accordingly.
6 Case study
In this section, the IEEE-39 power system with
46 branches, 19 loads, and 10 generators shown in
Fig. 3 is used to verify the efficiency of the proposed
method.
G
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Fig. 3 IEEE-39 power system

MATLAB toolbox Matpower (Zimmerman et al.,
2011) and PSAT (Vanfretti and Milano, 2007) are
used for the steady-state and transient simulations,
respectively. The fourth-order generator model is
used in the simulation. Applying three-phase short
circuit faults at the nodes at 1.0 s and clearing the
faults after 0.2 s to evaluate their fault consequences,
the transient process of the system during a period of
7 s after the fault is simulated. After a total of 100
operational modes are obtained by the means described in Section 3, steady-state simulations are
performed. Then, for each operational mode, matrices
A, Q, and M are accordingly calculated, and the
steady-state feature vectors are extracted for all the 39
nodes using the TADW algorithm. During the TADW
feature extraction process, by comparing the network
scale of the IEEE-39 system with those of networks
studied in Yang et al. (2015), the value of parameter k
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is set at 30 so that each node can be expressed as a
60-dimensional vector first. This 60-dimensional
vector can later be dimensionally reduced using the
feature selection algorithm. For each operational
mode, there are 39 samples corresponding to the 39
nodes, so that a sample set with 3900 samples can be
formed based on the 100-mode simulation process.
Finally, transient simulations of certain faults at each
node on each operational mode are performed and the
label for each sample is obtained by the data labeling
method described in Table 2. So far, after the feature
selection process, the final sample set consisting
of feature matrix X* and label vector y can be
established.
Several parameters, such as parameter λ, the
feature selection method, and the number of features
eliminated, can influence the result of the final sample
set. For this IEEE-39 system, to acquire a more accurate feature expression by performing low-rank
matrix factorization, the parameters adjustment of W
and H in the optimization iteration process could be
bolder, so λ can be given a small value. The results
when λ is given the values of 0.05, 0.1, and 0.2 are
obtained. For the feature selection process, the GBDT
model and the mutual information method are studied.
For each feature selection method, different numbers
of features eliminated are studied.
The best combination of the parameters is obtained by the cross-validation process. For each
combination of the parameters, a different final sample set can be obtained correspondingly. Then, this
final sample set can be divided into the training set
and the validation set in the proportion of 4:1. Then,
the variation range of C is set as [0.5, 15] with a step
size of 0.5. For each different value of C, the model is
trained using the training set, and the corresponding
coefficient of determination (CD) is acquired using
the validation set. The best value of hyper-parameter
C under each combination of the parameters is then
determined as that with the largest corresponding CD
value. Finally, the best combination of parameters is
determined as that with the largest CD value under the
best value of C. When λ=0.1 and the mutual information method is used as the feature selection method,
the CD-C curves under different numbers of features
eliminated are shown in Fig. 4.
When λ=0.1 and the GBDT model is used as the
feature selection method, the feature importance
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calculated by the model is shown in Fig. 5. The CD-C
curves under different numbers of eliminated features
are shown in Fig. 6.

Coefficient of determination
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0.74
0

2

4
6
8
10
12
14
C (λ=0.1, mutual information feature selection)

Feature importance

Fig. 4 CD-C curves when λ=0.1 and the mutual information method is used as the feature selection method

for feature selection.
When λ is given the values of 0.05 and 0.2, the
CD-C curves are shown in Figs. 7–10. The best CD
values are 0.774 and 0.781, respectively. The results
show that, when λ=0.1, the GBDT model is used for
feature selection and the number of features eliminated is 10, the SVR model can obtain its best performance. So, this combination of parameters is
chosen as the final choice. Then, the final SVR model
can be trained under this best combination of parameters using the whole sample set.
Finally, node importance under a new operational mode can be evaluated using this SVR model:
First, for this operational mode to be evaluated,
the corresponding matrices A, M, and Q can be calculated based on the operational information. Then,
the feature vectors for each node are extracted using
the TADW method and the 10 features with lower
importance mentioned above are eliminated. After
that, the evaluation result of the fault consequence of
each node and corresponding node importance ranking can be acquired using the SVR model. The results
of the most important 15 nodes and the least

Feature index

Fig. 5 Feature importance calculated by the GBDT
model when λ=0.1
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Fig. 7 CD-C curves when λ=0.05 and the mutual information method is used as the feature selection method
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Fig. 6 CD-C curves when λ=0.1 and the GBDT model is
used as the feature selection method

When the mutual information method is used,
the largest CD value is 0.806 when 9 features are
eliminated; when the GBDT model is used, the largest
CD value is 0.809 when 10 features are eliminated.
The results illustrate that the GBDT model is better

Coefficient of determination

Coefficient of determination
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Fig. 8 CD-C curves when λ=0.05 and the GBDT model is
used as the feature selection method
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Coefficient of determination

Table 3 Evaluation results of node importance ranking
by three methods
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Fig. 9 CD-C curves when λ=0.2 and the mutual information method is used as the feature selection method
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Fig. 10 CD-C curves when λ=0.2 and the GBDT model is
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important 10 nodes are shown in column “Method A”
in Table 3. The results are compared with the evaluation results calculated using the electrical betweeness
method proposed by Xu et al. (2010) and the PageRank method proposed by Li et al. (2014). These
two methods use an index system based on complex
network theory and a web page ranking algorithm,
respectively. The evaluation results are shown in
columns “Method B” and “Method C” in Table 3. The
nodes with severe fault consequences under this operation mode according to PSAT simulation are
shown in Table 4.
As shown in Table 4, nodes that may cause the
maximum power angle difference of generators to
reach a value of more than 900° are {16, 17, 19, 20,
22, 24, 25, 28, 29, 33, 34, 38}. The fault of these
nodes may cause severe consequences, so much more
attention should be paid to these nodes in this operational mode. According to the ranking results evaluated by the proposed method shown in Table 3, these
nodes have importance ranks of {2, 5, 1, 6, 3, 7, 12, 14,
9, 10, 4, 8}. It means that nodes {16, 17, 19, 20, 22,
24, 25, 29, 33, 34, 38} are all among the 12 most

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39

Method A
19
16
22
34
17
20
24
38
29
33
23
25
21
28
26
8
36
7
31
39
30
12
1
9
32

Node index
Method B
16
17
3
34
26
24
25
15
39
14
28
6
19
18
8
28
38
31
32
35
37
36
7
30
12

Method C
4
8
16
27
15
3
6
26
24
17
11
9
5
20
23
22
25
29
31
14
21
28
13
1
12

Method A: proposed method; Method B: electrical betweeness
method (Xu et al., 2010); Method C: PageRank method (Li et al.,
2014)

Table 4 The nodes with severe fault consequences according to PSAT simulation
Index of node that may cause a
large power angle difference
of generators
19
16
34
17
22
24
29
20
38
33
25
28

Maximum power angle
difference (°)
6328
5945
5710
5213
4820
4602
4563
3584
2960
2840
1562
960
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important nodes. Node 28 is ranked as the 14th important node, which is not among the top 12 but still
has a relatively high ranking. In the 12 most important
nodes discovered by SVR, only the fault of node 23,
which has a ranking of 11, does not cause a severe
transient unstable consequence of the system according to PSAT simulation. As for the 10 least important nodes obtained by SVR, their fault will not
cause a severe consequence to the system. The
maximum power angle differences of generators are
all within 120°. It can be seen that the proposed
method can effectively select important nodes with
severe fault consequences according to the information learned from the sample set.
As shown in Table 3, only 7 of the 15 most important nodes acquired by method B and 4 of the 15
most important nodes acquired by method C match
the nodes with severe fault consequences shown by
PSAT simulation. That is to say, the index systems
proposed by Xu et al. (2010) and Li et al. (2014) can
only partly reflect the transient stability consequences
of a power grid node. However, the fault of nodes
with a high ranking score according to method B, {3,
26, 15, 39, 14, 6, 18, 8}, and nodes with a high
ranking score according to method C, {4, 8, 27, 15, 3,
6, 26, 11, 9, 5, 23}, do not cause any severe unstable
consequences. {28, 38} have a very low electrical
betweenness value, and nodes {22, 25, 29, 28} have a
very low PageRank value. However, they are among
the nodes with severe fault consequences. The results
illustrate that, as we have asserted before, power
systems vary in many perspectives such as scale,
structure, and even tolerance on different consequences caused by the node fault. So, a priori index
may not be able to cover all the useful information
when evaluating node importance, and can hardly
meet the demand of universality.
Both methods B and C use an index system. As
described in the introduction, different index systems
can give very different ranking results. This is clearly
shown in Table 3. Method B emphasizes the nodes’
contribution of linking the generators and the loads.
Therefore, nodes 16 and 17, which have larger electrical betweenness values, are more important.
However, method C uses the PageRank algorithm
which emphasizes the inflow power of a node, so it
gives a totally different ranking result for this same
operational mode. In conclusion, due to the bias and

subjectivity of the methods using an index system, it
is hard for the operators to choose a suitable method
for a specific power network. However, the datadriven framework proposed in this study builds the
model based on the data generated directly by the
specific power network. It can capture different
characteristics of different systems, and is more universal than methods based on any index system.
As for calculation speed, it takes about 2.9–3.8 s
for PSAT to perform a node fault transient simulation
for the IEEE-39 system. To rank the importance of all
39 nodes according to the pure simulation method,
transient fault simulation for all 39 nodes needs to be
performed and the total time reaches 113.1–148.2 s.
The computation of the electrical betweenness index
needs multiple calculations of power flows under
different output and demand conditions, and the time
required is 53 s. The computation of the PageRank
index costs 1.6 s. However, the evaluation method
proposed in this paper spends only 0.15 s on feature
extraction by the TADW algorithm and 0.043 s on
importance calculation and ranking by the SVR
model. The total time is only 0.193 s. The characteristics of the machine learning framework allow us to
perform rapid online calculation and use rich information gathered offline by simulation.
7 Conclusions
In this paper, an artificial intelligence based
method using network embedding technology is
proposed for importance evaluation of power grid
nodes. The SVR model is used to automatically learn
the relationships between features of nodes and the
severity of their fault consequences. As part of the
evaluation process, the TADW algorithm, as an important link, is employed to extract features of the
power grid nodes. A case study shows that the proposed method is able to perform reasonable importance evaluation and ranking of the nodes based on
the information learned from the sample set. Compared to the traditional methods using an index system, the proposed method has the following important
advantages:
First, in terms of universality, under the framework in this paper, a particular sample set can be
established for each specific power network. This
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sample set can reflect specific physical characteristics
of the power network. The flexibility in the data labeling process taking account of the specific preference to different node fault consequences also guarantees universality. Thus, the sample set can avoid the
possible bias of methods based on an index system
given the diversity of power networks.
Second, on calculation speed, the proposed
method can perform rapid and efficient online calculation according to the operational information of the
power grid. The time consuming steady-state and
transient simulation process, which aims at accumulating enough samples for the SVR model, is performed offline.
In further study, some other NE methods can be
studied to realize more specific feature extraction for
different power networks. Some other machine
learning methods, such as deep learning, can also be
studied to achieve more accurate results.
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